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Abstract

The strength of a nation’s economy depends upon the system of taxation. If correct approaches are taken it keeps revenue consistent and manages growth in our economy. Our tax structure has a three-tier federal structure consisting of the Union Government, the State Governments and the Local Bodies. Any tax levied not backed by law or is beyond the powers of the legislating authority is unconstitutional. The basic framework for the tax system in independent India was provided in the constitutional assignment of tax powers. The principle of separation in tax powers between the central and state governments is adopted as the basis of policy. Schedule VII enumerates the subject matters of taxation with the use of three lists. Until 2003 India’s constitution did not explicitly recognize and assign to any level of government the power to tax services. As all residuary tax powers were assigned to the central government, in 1994 this authority became the basis for levying a tax on selected services and the 88th Amendment to the Constitution of India assigned the power to tax services to the central government. Tax policy was employed as a principal instrument to correct severe budgetary pressures and significant changes were brought by many countries across the globe. Another motivation for reform was provided by the internationalization of economic activities arising from increasing globalization. This paper analyzes the structure of Indian tax system, its constitutional framework and the current changes in the system in the light of recent change to introduce GST.

Introduction

The strength of a nation’s economy depends upon the system of taxation which if taken correct approaches, can keeps revenue consistent, stimulates industrial activity and manages growth in our economy. Through efficient measures, the tax system can lead to revenue mobilization in response to growth and result in revenue grows slightly faster than GDP. India’s well developed tax structure has a three-tier federal structure consisting of the Union
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Government, the State Governments and the Local Bodies. These three bodies are authorized with the imposition of the different duties and taxes, which are prevalent in the country. In most cases, these local bodies include the local councils and the municipalities. According to the Constitution of India, the government has the right to levy taxes on individuals and organizations. However, the constitution states (Article 265)\(^1\) that no one has the right to levy or charge taxes except the authority of law. Whatever tax is being charged has to be backed by the law passed by the legislature or the parliament. Any tax levied by the government which is not backed by law or is beyond the powers of the legislating authority may be struck down as unconstitutional. The Indian Constitution\(^2\) distributes legislative powers including taxation, between the Parliament and the State Legislature.

This paper analyzes the structure of Indian tax system, its constitutional framework and the current changes in the system. Though it is difficult to achieve the ideal objective, reforms helps us to keep the focus on further reforms. The impact of historical and institutional factors in shaping Indian tax policy is also noted.

**Tax- Meaning and Implications**

A tax may be defined as a "pecuniary burden laid upon individuals or property owners to support the government, a payment exacted by legislative authority."\(^3\) It is not a voluntary payment or donation, but an enforced contribution, exacted pursuant to legislative authority. It may be direct tax or indirect tax, and may be paid in money or as its labor equivalent. A Direct tax is a kind of charge, which is imposed directly on the taxpayer and paid directly to the government by the persons (juristic or natural) on whom it is imposed. A direct tax is one that cannot be shifted by the taxpayer to someone else. Whereas an indirect tax is a tax collected by an intermediary (such as a retail store) from the person who bears the ultimate economic burden of the tax (such as the consumer). The intermediary later files a tax return and forwards the tax proceeds to government with the return. Thus the term indirect tax is contrasted with a direct tax, which is collected directly by government from the persons (legal or natural) on whom it is imposed.

---

\(^1\) Article 265 of Constitution of India.

\(^2\) Article 246 (Seventh Schedule)

History, Constitutional Framework, and Evolution of Indian Tax System

The traditional taxation has been in force in India in different forms from ancient times. Manu, the ancient law giver, lay down that traders and artisans should pay one-fifth of their profits in silver and gold, while agriculturists, depending upon their circumstances, were to pay one-sixth, one eighth or one-tenth of their produce. Kalidasa in the Raghuvansha says thus of King Dileepa: 'It was only for the good of his subjects that he collected taxes from them, just as the Sun draws moisture from the Earth to give it back a thousand fold'. The word ‘kara’, which refers to taxes, finds mention in the SrimadBhagvatam. The Sanskrit word ‘danda’, is the manifest form of a government’s identity and consciousness. Chanakya mentions in the ArthaShastra, about ‘Koshamoolodanda’ and comments that the treasury and its inflows are the sources of a government’s might. Most of the taxes of Ancient India were highly productive and the combination of direct taxes with indirect taxes secured flexibility in the tax system. In the medieval period, the Sultans of Delhi collected taxes under five main categories. The Mughal emperors granted land revenue rights to a mansabdar in exchange of promises of soldiers during wartime. The Treaty of Allahabad of 1765 empowered the British and the French with the right to collect taxes on behalf of the Emperor. Thus, the British system of collectors of land revenues was firmly established well before the disintegration of the Mughal Empire after 1857. During the latter half of the 19th century large shifts and overhauls took place. In July 1860, James Wilson, the first Finance Member of the Governor General in Council, quoted thus from the authority of Manu while introducing the act for levying income tax in the country, “As the leech, the calf and the bee take their food little by little, even so must the King draw from his realm, moderate annual taxes.”

As the financial obligations increased and there was a need to revamp the tax system. In 1919, with the introduction of the federal structure through ‘Diarchy’ taxes on income and some
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other taxes were made a central subject. In 1922 historic enactment of a new Income Tax Act led to the setting up of a comprehensive taxation system with its own administrative machinery. The Income-tax Act, 1922, gave, for the first time, a specific nomenclature to various Income-tax authorities.\(^7\) In 1924, a Central Board of Revenue was created to administer central taxes. The attainment of Independence marked another paradigm shift for taxation. Now the objective of collecting revenues was no longer the preservation or advancement of British interests, but their own welfare. The major direct taxes levied by the Centre are on personal and corporate income excluding tax on agricultural income for which the authority to levy tax is with the states and wealth tax. The indirect taxes levied and collected by the Centre are Central Excise Duty, customs duty and service tax. A fixed proportion of the taxes collected by the Centre devolve to the states, based on the recommendations of the Central Finance Commission, which is set up every five years to review this sharing mechanism.

The basic framework for the tax system in independent India was provided in the constitutional assignment of tax powers. The principle of separation in tax powers between the central and state governments is adopted as the basis of policy. Schedule VII enumerates the subject matters of taxation with the use of three lists. List - I mentioning the areas on which only the parliament is competent to make laws, List - II dealing with the areas on which only the state legislature can make laws, and List - III Listing the areas on which both the Parliament and the State Legislature can make laws upon concurrently is provided in Schedule VII. While there are separate heads of taxation provided under lists I and II of Seventh Schedule of Indian Constitution, there is no head of taxation in the Concurrent List.

As stated earlier the central government has the power to levy the major broad-based and mobile tax bases, which include taxes on nonagricultural incomes and wealth, corporate income taxes, customs duties, and excise duties on manufactured products. Over the years the last item has evolved into a manufacturers’ VAT on goods. Similarly tax powers assigned to the states include taxes on agricultural incomes and wealth, sales taxes, and excises on alcoholic products, taxes on motor vehicles and on transport of passengers and goods, stamp duties and registration fees on
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transfers of property, and taxes and duties on electricity. States also have powers to levy taxes on entertainment and on income earned by engaging in a profession, trade or employment; some states have retained these powers for themselves, while others have assigned them to local bodies.

Although the state list also includes property taxes and taxes on the entry of goods into a local area for consumption, use, or sale, these have been assigned to local bodies. It was 73rd Constitutional Amendment, enforced from 24th April, 1993 empowered to levy taxes by the Panchayat. A State may by law authorize a Panchayat to levy, collect and appropriate taxes, duties, tolls etc. Also 74th Constitutional Amendment, enforced from 1st June, 1993 empowered to levy the taxes by the Municipalities. A State Legislature may by law authorize a Municipality to levy, collect and appropriate taxes, duties, tolls etc.

Until 2003 India’s constitution did not explicitly recognize and assign to any level of government the power to tax services. As all residuary tax powers were assigned to the central government, in 1994, this authority became the basis for levying a tax on selected services. In 2003 an amendment to the constitution specifically assigned the power to tax services to the central government and the 88th Amendment to the Constitution of India (Article 268 A) assigns the power to levy a service tax to the central government, with the proceeds being collected and appropriated by the central and state governments, in accordance with principles formulated by the Parliament.

**Reforms Carried Out –A Description**

The last 20 years had witnessed significant changes and many countries across the globe have undertaken reforms. Tax policy was employed as a principal instrument to correct severe budgetary pressures. In many developing countries, pressing fiscal imbalance was the driving force. In others, the transition from plan to market necessitated wide ranging tax reforms. Efficiency as well as the addressing of the issue of replacing public enterprise profits with taxes as a principal source of revenue was the objectives behind these tax reforms. Another motivation was
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provided by the internationalization of economic activities arising from increasing globalization\textsuperscript{10}. Tax policy in India has evolved as an important component of fiscal policy that played a central role in the planned development strategy. In particular, tax policy was the principal instrument for transferring private savings to public consumption and investment\textsuperscript{11} by India’s Constitution. Inevitably tax policy in the country has responded to changing development strategy over the years. In the initial years tax policy was guided by a large number of demands placed on the government \textsuperscript{12} and effort was put to raise taxes from those with an ability to pay, without paying attention to the efficiency factors of the instruments for the purpose. Because of the size of the country, its multilevel fiscal framework, the unique reform experience, and difficulties in calibrating reforms posed by institutional constraints, the Indian tax reform experience can provide useful lessons for many countries.\textsuperscript{13}

The evolution of the tax system in independent India started with the implementation of the report of the Taxation Enquiry Commission.\textsuperscript{14} In fact, this was the first comprehensive attempt to review the existing tax system and design a system that would cover central, state, and local taxes and was intended to fulfill a variety of objectives such as raising the level of savings and investment, transferring resources from the private sector to public sector, etc. On the indirect taxes side, a major simplification exercise was attempted by the Indirect Taxes Enquiry Committee\textsuperscript{15}, but recommendations of this committee, however, were not initiated until 1986. Systematic and comprehensive attempts to reform the tax system at the central level started only after market-based economic reforms were initiated in 1991, when the Tax Reforms Committee (TRC) laid out a framework and a road map for reforming both direct and
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indirect taxes.\textsuperscript{16} The reforms since 1991 with their emphasis on simplicity and efficiency, are a marked departure from the past. The Tax Reforms Committee combined economic principles with conventional wisdom in recommending comprehensive tax system reforms dealt with restructuring the tariff structure. The TRC recommended a number of measures to broaden the tax base by minimizing exemptions and concessions, drastically simplifying laws and procedures, building a proper information system, and computerizing tax returns, and thoroughly modernizing administrative and enforcement machinery. The tax system at the central level was considerably simplified and rationalized by 2005, although these reforms were neither uniform nor consistent and the system was far from perfect.\textsuperscript{17} Tax reforms at the state level were not coordinated with those at the center and practice was that individual state governments tried to appoint committees from time to time and reform their tax structures even after 1991.

To persuade the states to rationalize their tax systems along the lines recommended by the study group, the government of India appointed a State Finance Ministers’ Committee to make recommendations to phase in the VAT within a given timeframe. This was later transformed into the Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers and it was recommended that the states shall adopt floor rates to minimize the “race to the bottom.” The committee’s recommendation that the VAT be implemented in 2003 was postponed repeatedly, until April 2005. The major landmark in tax reform at the state level was in simplifying and rationalizing the sales tax system the introduction of value added tax in 21 states from 1 April 2005.\textsuperscript{18} The introduction of the VAT was a major reform exercise, even if it may cause some confusion and uncertainty. The VAT tax base has strengthened the information base for tax administration, resulting in improved compliance for other taxes and thereby enhancing the overall productivity of the tax system.\textsuperscript{19} Thus, although a VAT is not necessarily a “money machine,” the conventional conclusion holds


that a properly administered VAT is the best way to make up for the revenue loss from trade liberalization\textsuperscript{20}.

Though evolution of the Indian tax system shares concerns similar to other countries it is different and even unique. In developing countries tax reforms were led by the International Monetary Fund or like agencies, whereas Indian one borne a domestic brand. Though some assistance from multilateral financial institutions was there, they were not deciding the agenda for tax reform. But at the same time, the reforms were broadly in conformity with international trends and with international best practices.\textsuperscript{21}

Thus since the year 1991, the Indian tax system has undergone some significant change and these changes were initiated in accordance with the country's W. T. O. commitments as well as the liberal financial policies. Some of the major changes in the structure of taxation in the nation are discussed above. Indian tax system has come a long way from the narrow based, complicated and confusing to the one that is far more efficient. The various reforms have been done to improve revenue productivity and also to minimize distortions. The reforms that converted the state level sales tax into VAT are noteworthy here. Even after the reforms of 1991, the steps to make the tax system broad-based, productive and efficient continued which resulted in the present GST.

The latest reform reaches an innovative idea of GST with motives to subsume all indirect taxes at the center and the state level, to make one-country-one-tax, to reduce the cascading effect of taxes on taxes and thus to increase productivity and transparency, increase tax-GDP ratio and to reduce/eliminate tax evasion and corruption. GST is a single tax on the supply of goods and services, right from the manufacturer to the consumer. Credits of input taxes paid at each stage will be available in the subsequent stage of value addition. GST essentially is a tax only on value addition at each stage. The final consumer will bear only the GST charged by the last dealer in the supply chain, with set-off benefits at all the previous stages. Under GST, there would be only one tax from the manufacturer to the consumer, leading to transparency of taxes paid to the final consumer. So there will be relief in overall tax burden. This is because under the GST regime, the entire supply chain will be efficient leading to gains and
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prevention of leakages. It is expected that it will result in the overall tax burden on most commodities to come down, which will benefit consumers.

**Conclusion**

Tax administration, has progressed and more to be covered in reforming the tax system. It is a continuous exercise for improving revenue productivity and minimizing distortions. Coordinated reforms should be undertaken at the central, state, and local levels. A major objective should be minimization of distortions and compliance costs. These new changes to form a new direct tax code had been planned expecting that lower taxes and simpler rules will ensure compliance and more revenue. Having no space for complicated clauses, sub-clauses and caveats and saying good bye to unnecessary exemptions, the new direct tax code will have an impact on all including common man to the big corporate organizations. It is expected that it will disincentivise tax evasion because if a person don’t pay tax on what he sell, he don’t get credit for taxes on his inputs. Moreover, people will buy only from those who have already paid taxes on what they are supplying and all these will make a lot of currently underground transactions will come over ground\(^{22}\) brightening India’s future more.